
Borough Road,  Birkenhead3 2 1 D
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Freehold

19378355



This recent refurbishment of this larger than standard three
bedroomed end of terrace house has some fabulous
accommodation. Let’s first talk about the upgrades made by
the current owner to produce a bright, smart and very
comfortable home: a new electrics and gas central heating
system. A smart white fronted new kitchen and tiled
bathroom with separate loo; 7 new pvc windows including a
pair of double opening patio doors and with 6 with triple
glazing; three bedrooms, bathroom, kitchen and dining room
with recently skimmed walls - all creating a home to walk
straight into without lifting a finger….

We believe the accommodation on offer here matches the
floor area of the many semis over on the Mount Estate. For
example, compare the master bedroom size here - for this is
a particularly extravagant sized room (it may not necessarily
appear so from our photos, given the size of the 6’ wide bed
and associated bedroom furniture). Check and compare with
our floor plan below.

Outdoors too is significant for several reasons: The house is
set well back from the main road and with a good drive.
There is space to the side for further parking or better still
for an extension. The garden areas are south and ‘sunny’ side
of the road and it is not overlooked at all with playing fields
immediately behind.

Locator
For your directions please Sat Nav:CH42 6QW

These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute and part of an offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements
or representation of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firm’s employment has the authority to make or give any representation or warranty in
respect of this property. We have not tested any services nor appliances and cannot give any assurances or warranties as to their condition or reliability. All measurements are approximate having been taken with
an electronic measuring device.
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